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國際長的話
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國際及兩岸事務處國際長
張眾卓教授
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“
The second issue of NCNU OICSA issues is now on the shelf, via the

issue we would like to present the pathway of NCNU to move forward to

an international university.

Entitled as an “international” university in its Chinese name, NCNU

aims to overseas for oversea Chinese’s Education as a founding goal; later

on, the overall university’s efforts have won us brilliant world ranking

performances. We rank 1st at UI Green Metric world green university

ranking among Taiwanese comprehensive Universities, 12th place in THE

World young University among national Taiwanese comprehensive

universities, 18th place in QS Asia among Taiwanese national

comprehensive universities, 350~400 in QS Asia University ranking 2021,

2021 THE ranking for Emerging Economies University at 400~500, 2021

THE Impact Rankings at 401~500, and 1000+ in 2021 THE World Ranking

and et cetera. Our efforts over active internationalization have attracted

massive enrollment from international students to study at NCNU, upon

this foundation, NCNU ranked top 3 in the population of international

students in Taiwan.

In react to the urgent needs for globalization and our policy for national

development, NCNU further initiate strategic planning and

implementation in terms of international admissions, joint-degree

programs, full English courses, and world ranking perspectives. Among
“

NCNU leads you to a prospective future.
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Editor in Chief, Dean of

International and Cross-Strait Affairs,

Aaron Chong-Chuo CHANG

those perspectives, NCNU has projected the overall enhancement for the

BEST project to strengthen the EMI teaching capacity and enhance English

ability of students to fall in line with the vision of both the university’s

development and the national policy for the “2030 Bilingual National

policy” at the nation level. At the meantime, NCNU has integrated

administrative and teaching resources to establish the “Bilingual

Education Advocacy Center” and set up the “NCNU Council for promoting

internationalization” to better secure the bilingual environment in the

campus and to structure the EMI support system and the learning system

for students’ English abilities as a whole.

Above all, via the publication of “NCNU OICSA Issue”, it always reminds

us the mission of NCNU to recruit talents from overseas Chinese’s and to

move forward to the international arena; of those contains those missions

to enlarge the international sources for students enrollment, to enhance

the overall global reputation of the university, to increase joint-degree

program collaboration, to create the bilingual learning environment, to

equip students with English proficiency, to strengthen EMI teaching

capability for faculties, and to become an international university that

response to NCNU’s aim that NCNU leads you to a prospective future.
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封面故事：疫情下的創新與穩定
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高等教育的國際化-疫情下的難處及創新

封面故事
國立暨南國際

大學國際處

-林宜箴

大學受到什麼影響？
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有沒有短期的解方或者是因應的方式？
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Internationalization of Higher Education-

Difficulties and Innovations under the Epidemic

Cover story

Facing the increasingly diverse and varied COVID-19 pandemic, global higher education
institutions are facing global/regional/differentiated crises and challenges, whether they
are from academic, structural, policy, teaching, student and resources dimensions have
been impacted. Due to the impact of the epidemic, there are uncertainties in the activities
of entities. In the face of such changes in the ecological structure, how should higher
education institutions transform, innovate or even regenerate? These are the preparations
and constructions we should have in the face of the epidemic.

How is the university affected?

International mobile
Students

Including all kinds of Xuehai Feiyang
(overseas study abroad program),
Xuehai Dreaming (overseas internship),
and overseas volunteer activities are
suspended, postponed, or canceled.
For international students, it affects
the willingness to study in Taiwan and
issues related to quarantine.

Students

Professionals

Teachers

Teachers

Including the overseas dream-building
projects of teacher teams and the
training and design courses of
overseas volunteers are all affected.

Including international field surveys
and workshops for international affairs
practitioners, professionals, and
international linkage and cooperation
for professionals.

Professionals

Global cooperation

Including professional course participation,
course electives, and internship discussions,
and academic seminars in the professional
field.

Including teachers' international cooperation
in teaching (such as cross-border joint
teaching, overseas special classes, etc.),
research (value-added program of the
Ministry of Science and Technology, bilateral
cooperation program of the Ministry of
Education), publication of international
academic seminars, submission of academic
papers and majors Academic output, etc.

Cultivating Talents Program, short-term
exchanges of talents for bilateral
cooperation, etc.
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Is there a short-term solution or a way to deal with it?

Although the impact of the epidemic is

broad, it has been revealed in our

inaugural issue of NCNU OICSA ISSUE in

2020 that this new normal will become a

future trend. Therefore, since the summer

of 2020, our schools have promoted the

Virtual Exchange Program ahead of many

other schools. By the end of 2021, VE has

become a key development strategy used

by most higher education institutions to

cope with the inability of physical

teaching, research, cooperation, and

exchange. Among the 152 higher

education institutions in Taiwan, nearly

one-third of the public, Private ,

comprehensive, technical and vocational

schools have begun to develop domestic

and foreign virtual exchange courses. This

move not only solves most of the risks and

high costs due to distance, sanitary

conditions, and cross-border movement,

but also breaks traditional geographical

restrictions, development gaps, and

discover the possibility of cooperating

with a new opportunity.

The epidemic has caused higher

education institutions to gradually reflect

on the value of traditional education, and

whether they need to introduce digital

thinking and innovative mechanisms to

bring new dimensions to international

cooperation in higher education. Some

universities have applied the virtual

concept to high-end technology to

develop a real virtual reality (virtual

reality). Reality) video exchange and

filming, and some schools apply

interactive technology and motion

detection technology to track various

teaching and feedback behaviors in

classrooms. Online academic seminars

have also become more refined in

response to the advancement of Internet

speed technology. The screen

performance and more stable connection

fluency are far away from the reality of

one end of the earth, and can also be fully

presented on the other end with visibility

through various research functions and

technologies in higher education.
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Conclusion

Back to the responsibilities and functions of higher education, teaching,

learning, research, development, international cooperation, and even social and

environmental responsibilities are all indispensable, although Virtual Exchange

may bring innovative models and stimulate international connections. However,

human interaction, EQ ability exploration, field cognition, highly specialized

academic discussion, and even the connection and recognition at the cultural

and social level can hardly be replaced by the virtual exchange in the physical

aspect. There is a phrase in French that is universally applicable "C'est un petite

petite monde" which means that the world can be very wide but at the same time

very small. When the epidemic spreads our physical distance farther, the distance

in our minds becomes even greater. The need for more exchanges brings us closer

because we have the expectation that one day, opening up physical exchanges

and visiting all corners of the world is a fruit worth looking forward to.

11



Virtual Exchange

Virtual Exchange Program創新

 QR Code
Scan via QR Code

CPR穩定

-19

VE

CreditsPart-timeReassurance
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https://www.oia.ncnu.edu.tw/virtual-exchange/
https://www.oia.ncnu.edu.tw/virtual-exchange/


For sister university students, NCNU provides online courses, activities,

and seminars to attend and participate.

Virtual Exchange

VirtualExchangeProgramInnovation

 Scan via QR Code

Stability

Facing the global COVID-19 pandemic rising, there are high risks for

international mobility. OICSA held events for overseas Chinese and international

students to attend the “Orientation for international students to have PT,

Internship and Employment.” By inviting domestic well-known industries and

international businesses to elaborate their needs for talents, the industries

provide NCNU international students to have summer part-time jobs,

internships, and future possibilities for employment.

Dean of OICSA gave his welcome
remarks and showed appreciation
to the domestic 5 companies to
offer such opportunities for NCNU
international students of PT,
internship and future employment.

OICSA team will also participate in the full course to set up the

supportive virtual recording. The offered languages are mostly English

and in foreign languages, if mandarin learning-related courses are also

accepted.

CreditsPart-timeReassurancePROJECT CPR
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外國語文學系副教授兼系主任

籃城書坊創辦人

“
”

羅麗蓓
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A congregation of Taiwanese and world cultures,

foreign languages, and literary motifs is the daily norm at RESTbb. “
”

Professor Luo’s community-centric
philosophy has long been in play in
Puli. From opening up her home to
promote the habit of reading to
supporting eco-friendly agricultural
practices, researching regional
history, and publishing local tales,
Luo has steadily fanned the
community’s spirit with the latest
knowledge and prospects.

Moreover, this grassroots
commitment has been recognized
with the USR Best Practice Award at
the Ministry of Education’s inaugural
University Social Responsibility Expo
in July 2018.

The next step, Luo revealed, is to
train local tour guides who are well-
versed in the community’s inimitable
qualities and capable of relaying such
anecdotes to English-speaking
visitors. By linking Lancheng with
National Chi Nan University and Puli
Township, she has also brought the
community closer to the world.

Department of Foreign Languages and Literature

The founder of RESTbb

Professor Luo Li-bei
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余菁蓉教授
資訊管理學系

余教授執教已逾17年，專精財務計量資料分析。

她堅信走入國際是職涯躍升的必經之路。

辛依庭

張逸萱

劉憲一
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Yu places most emphasis on imparting
informational acumen and a global
perspective, both of which can be
facilitated by keeping abreast of the latest
theories through international
publications and thesis reviews. She also
encourages her disciples to attend
academic seminars in the United States
and Europe.

The dedicated professor even founded
an English-language book club for all
students of the Department of
Information Management — members are
cheered on and encouraged to submit a
weekly report as they attempt to finish at
least 300 English novels before

graduating from NCNU. In the past seven
years, she has successfully mentored
eight students who have been accepted
by prestigious US universities by taking
them to international conferences,
guiding their school selection process,
and providing information, advice, and “a
game plan” essential for completing their
overseas studies.

“Teachers are meant to be a student’s
most valuable assets,” she would remind
herself when the stress of juggling three
roles becomes unbearable.

She has mentored an incredible amount of
talented students over the years, with many
accepting offers from overseas universities
and international companies upon
graduating from Nantou.

18
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本季主題—美國
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Subway McDonald's Burger King

美國簡介

Apple Inc.

The Walt Disney Company

Statue of Liberty

Uncle Sam

Sexual or gender diversity

LGBTQIA+

1978

1988/10/11 (National Coming Out Day)

2015

53% 18%

13% 5%

1%

10%

IPhone IPad Mac
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Convenience ranks better than delicacy!
Fast-food restaurant ranking: Subway, McDonald's, Burger King
Preference: Steak, fried-chicken, serve everything with beers and 
coke, always a cup of coffee after the meal

Iconic Landmark

ICONIC figure

Diverse ethnicity

Apple Inc.

The Walt Disney Company

Dietary culture

Statue of Liberty
Symbol of freedom, hope and an American 
Dream

Uncle Sam
The illustrator figure for political 

use after the second American War 
of Independence

The figure represents the symbol of 
anthropomorphism USA

Sexual or gender diversity
The rainbow symbols the group LGBTQIA and many of 
them are in the USA.
LGBTQIA+: To show the gender preferences and gender 
identity and cultural diversity
1978 The first flag of rainbow shown
1988/10/11 is memorized as National Coming Out Day
2015 The approval of Gay Marriage

Demography:
Caucasian-53%、Latin-18%
African-13%、Asian-5%
American Indian-1%
Mixed and others -10%
The population of immigrants 
ranks top 1 in the world.

Top five technology companies in USA
The manufacture of iPhone, iPad, Mac, and other products
The largest and highest output value technology company 
in the world

The leading animation production company in the USA
For the record the largest and the most well-known movie 
production company in the world
The first Disney Land is located in California, it’s the original 
Disney as a second name.

Introduction to the 

United State of 

America
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-State of Colorado 
（Royal

George）

（Colorado Mountain Winefest）



（The University of Northern Colorado）

State of 

Colorado 

-State of Idaho

（The Gem State

State Gemstone）。

 （Boise State University）

State of Idaho

-State of California
3,930



（California State University, Los Angeles）



（University of California, Berkeley）

State of California

-State of Nevada
3



（ ）

State of Nevada
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-State of Texas

30%

Howdy! Yiiiiii-haaaaa

 University of Texas

State of Texas

State of Indiana

-State of Indiana

500 Indy 500



Purdue University Calumet

-State of Ohio 

Proctor & Gamble

 University of Findlay



Case Western Reserve University

State of Ohio 

•
•
•
•
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State of Colorado
With the highest peak of the Rocky Mountains, it is the location of the 

world's largest suspension bridge (Royal George), and the local beer 

culture is very prosperous, including the state's largest mountain 

wine festival (Colorado Mountain Winefest) 

 （The University of Northern Colorado）

State of 

Colorado 

State of Idaho
Famous for the “potato State” due to massive potato 
harvest, the state of Idaho is also known as “the Gem 
State” because the unique six-line star-shaped garnet 
("State Gemstone") can be excavated here;
furthermore, the high-quality apples, cherries, and 
peaches growing from the state has ranked the top 1 
production in USA.

 （Boise State University）

State of Idaho

State of California
The population at 39 million, the largest population state among 
the USA, the major industry is agriculture and the output value of 
grape ranks top 1 in the USA. At the meanwhile, it’s the founding 
place of Hollywood, a major global production hub for movies, TV 
series, and cinemas. 
 （California State University, Los Angeles）
 （University of California, Berkeley）

State of California

State of Nevada
Casinos in Las Vegas and Reno attract more than 34 
million wealth seekers from all over the world every 
year. It is the location of Zone 4, and there are many 
anecdotes about aliens and UFOs.

 （ ）

State of Nevada
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State of Texas
The largest state in the United States, because it is located on the 

border, there are many Mexicans and about 30% of the Spanish-

speaking population. Not only Texas pokers and American-Mexico 

fried chicken, everyone will call Howdy when they meet each other! 

The word "Yiiiiii-haaaaa" in "Cowboy is Busy" also comes from this.

 University of Texas

State of Texas

State of Indiana

State of Indiana
 It means a city on the land of the Indians and a crossroads 

in the Midwest. The Indianapolis 500 Mile Grand Prix (Indy 

500) is the longest and most prestigious racing 

competition in history.

 Purdue University Calumet

State of Ohio 
The state with the largest production of 

"tires" in the United States is well-known 

for manufacturing jet engines. Among them, 

Cincinnati has a prosperous machine 

manufacturing industry and is home to 

Proctor & Gamble, the headquarters of the 

world's largest soap company.

 University of Findlay

 Case Western Reserve University

State of Ohio 

Types of Agreements

•
•
•
•
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普渡西北大學

Hammond Campus＆
Westville Campus

location introduction

Partner university

Purdue University

1946年

 18

US news 32

 50





2017
Memorandum of Understanding Education Abroad & Exchange: 2019 spring or fall semester
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普渡西北大學

Purdue Northwestern University is
located in northwest Indiana, close
to Chicago, the third-largest city in
the United States.

location introduction

Partner university

Purdue University founded in 1946, students
population at 40,000, is the historical research
public University. The excellent learning
resources, research-focus tradition has fostered
this university to stand for the educative,
innovative, economic development and cultural
center in the north-west of Indiana State. been a
long time .

 Ranks 18th among USA Public Universities
 Ranks 32nd academic reputation in US news
 TIMES world ranking top 50

Memorandum of Understanding Education Abroad & Exchange: 
2019 spring or fall semester

PNW at a Glance:
• 70+ Areas of Study
From engineering to education, our six colleges
have majors, concentrations and courses to suit
every passion.
• 47 Countries Represented
Students come from all over the world to study
at PNW

27

Campus: 
Hammond Campus＆Westville Campus
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海外研修/實習/志工資訊與心得
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推薦申請姊妹校………
Japan South Korea

Thailand

Indonesia

USA

Turkey

Philippine

Malaysia

Vietnam

Singapore

Utsunomiya University

Tama University

Akita International University
Yamanashi Gakuin University

Myongii University

Chung-Ang University

Sahmyook University

Ramkhamhaeng University Nanyang Polytechnic

Petra Christian University

Syiah Kuala University

BINUS University

Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology and Education

University of Social Sciences and Humanities – Vietnam National University Ho Chi Minh City

Tunku Abdul Rahman University College

De La Salle University

Bulent Ecevit University

Canada

Spain

German

France

Netherlands

Czech Republic

Belgium

Austria

University of Mons

Memorial University of Newfoundland

The Hague University of Applied Science

University of Jaén

Osnabrück University of Applied Science

FH Kufstein Tirol University of Applied Sciences 

Masaryk University

Purdue University Northwest

Université Bordeaux Montaigne

University of Technology of Troyes

Université Catholique de Lille
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海外研修/實習/志工資訊

Exchange

UMAP

Internship

Volunteer

MOE Subsidy

More detail please check on OIA website 
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The study abroad program/ internship 
program/ volunteer program information

Exchange
Every semester NCNU OICSA provides

our students with study abroad/ exchange
program opportunity respectively in
Spring semester (2nd semester) and Fall
Semester (1st semester), the students who
are interested have to apply to OICSA at
least one semester before and pass the
initial interview process from OICSA.

Various scholarships are available
from NCNU OICSA, MOE study abroad
program, UMAP program and other
embassy/ institution scholarship or self-
sponsored. Even you are not resident
student of R.O.C., students can also apply
for OICSA scholarship for study
abroad/exchange program in the sister
universities abroad.

International Internship Program
Based upon the departmental project for

international Internship program, the students
may consult with the department about the
internship location and projects. As for the
funding, the faculty (PI)/ department that is in
charge may apply the subsidy from MOE Abroad
Internship Program/ New South Bound
internship program; furthermore, subsidy from
OICSA can be also applied.

International

Volunteer Program

Based upon the departmental project
for international volunteer program, the
department shall assign one faculty to
lead the group and organize it. As for the
funding, the faculty/ department that is in
charge may apply the subsidy from MOE
Youth Development Administration;
furthermore, subsidy from OICSA can be
also applied.

MOE study abroad 

/ Internship Subsidy
In total of 4 programs as MOE Study abroad/

MOE disadvantage students study abroad, MOE
internship abroad/ MOE New South Bound
Internship abroad Programs, the MOE Study
abroad/ MOE disadvantage students study
abroad program are subsidies for students’
study abroad /exchange program (minority is
for social-disadvantage students subsidy). The
MOE internship abroad/ MOE New South Bound
Internship abroad Programs are subsidy for
students to advance their abroad internship.
During the same level of study, students can
only choose one subsidy program.

More detail please check on OIA website 
31



01
財務金融學系陳昱甯

赴美國普渡西北大學 交換期間：
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01
財務金融學系陳昱甯

赴美國普渡西北大學 交換期間：
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01
陳昱甯

Course Challenges and Growth—
Disney and Pop Culture

Expand Social Circle—
Try  Variously and Communicate

Exchange period：2018.09 ~ 2019.01
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Experient Different Culture, 
Embrace and Respect Others

01

Deep Comprehend and 
Precious Memories

Exchange period：2018.09 ~ 2019.01
陳昱甯

35



02 國際企業學系盧雅筠

赴美國普渡西北大學 交換期間：

台灣學生會

36



02 國際企業學系盧雅筠

赴美國普渡西北大學

Highland

交換期間：

37



02盧雅筠

Jump out of Comfort Zone—
Break Stereotype

Exchange period：2018.09 ~ 2019.01

38



02
Expand Horizons—
Participate School Activities 
Actively

盧雅筠
Exchange period：2018.09 ~ 2019.01

39
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遠距線上課程心得
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West University of Timisoara

I was a bit shy at first, but then after
one student took the initiative to reply,
I kept up. Surprisingly, my courage
couldn’t stop soaring ever since. It was
after the lecture ended that I suddenly
realized how much I’ve learned by
answering every single question she
tossed. The knowledge I gained was
not limited to the course anymore, but
further aspects like presenting skills,
self-confidence, and most importantly,
the experience of communicating with
elite scientists.

International experiences like this help
bring us closer to the world. During the
program, we are able to meet people
from diverse cultural backgrounds; learn
interesting fun facts about other
countries, which we could only obtain
from local people; enhance our English
proficiency dramatically, especially
orally; and also, we are able to get
acquainted with the foreign education
system, so for those who wish to finish
their master studies abroad, it will be
easier for us to adjust to new
environment based on our previous
experiences.

Joycelyn Chen
01

In the nutshell, if WUT summer
school were to be held again next year,
I would highly recommend everyone in
NCNU to pursue it.

41



蔡繡臨
02

By the time we virtually take
courses, I also virtually made some
friends there. It was so cool to have a
friend zone consist of people from all
around the world. There are girls from
Philippines, Turkish, India, Indonesia
and France. They are all really nice and
interesting. We often discuss even
after classes! And they have definitely
made my experience in WUT late
summer school even more wonderful.

I can’t literally express how grateful
I am to get a chance attending this
program, because it really has a life
changing impact on me. From what I
have learn to who I have became
afterwards. And all the friends I have
met, all the aspects of world I have
seen. It was unforgettable and
impressive.

I would recommend anyone who
wishes to experience an international
brainstorming, diverse culture
acknowledging to attend this
program. (They also held a workshop
asking students from all around the
world to make a PowerPoint
introduce their own culture!)
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c

林昱辰
03

This summer school gave us the chance to make friends from all around
the world and see the world from other country’s vision, it’s a very precious
opportunity to me. So I racked my brains to write my self-introduce, and got
the chance of interview. To be honest, I thought there’s a slim chance that I
can be accepted because I considered my English isn’t good enough. But
fortunately, I got it! After I was informed, I just studied English hard, and
waiting for the class excitedly.

Thank for the chance, I
met so many kind, cute, lovely
people, this event is the most
meaningful thing in the
summer vacation. I think it’s a
huge step for me, it made me
speak English with no fear, and
had the courage to speak up
what I thought.

The summer school also reminded me how important English is, it’s the
key to connect the world, after the activity, I will seize every opportunity to
work hard in learning English and make myself better.
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國際處活動
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國際處110-1活動
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暨大國際排名、招生資訊
與交流園地

&
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2021

2021

2020 China, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan
93st / 178

暨大國際排名

Overall Ranking

31st / 956

Taiwan Comprehensive University

1st

60th

201st ~300th

301st ~ 400th

401st ~600th

2022
Asia

351st ~ 400th
Public University

16th
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招生資訊

Foreign Student Admission

Exchange Program

https://exam.ncnu.edu.tw/FApply.html

Fact Sheet Academic Year 2021-2022

48

https://reurl.cc/dXGevq

https://exam.ncnu.edu.tw/FApply.html
../../../../6-6 國際交換學生來校/factsheet/2021-2022/2021-2022 FACT SHEET.pdf
https://www.oia.ncnu.edu.tw/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/2022-2023-FACT-SHEET-v1.pdf


交流園地

OICSA YouTube Channel

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7dSRV3Sst8qmglesVVYzZA

OICSA Website 

https://www.oia.ncnu.edu.tw/

OICSA FB(Official) 

https://www.facebook.com/NCNUOIA

 QR Code
Scan via QR Code

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7dSRV3Sst8qmglesVVYzZA
https://www.oia.ncnu.edu.tw/
https://www.facebook.com/NCNUOIA

